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Selections answer sheets – Level 6 
 

Unit 1 – REMEMBERING (p.4) 
 
1. 
here > year   while > smile   bike > hike   don’t > won’t   smell > well   shoes > 
lose   hide > ride   nappy > happy   sky > by 
 
2. 
present  past   future 
 
I take   I took   I will take 
she laughs  she laughed  she will laugh 
we ride  we rode  we will ride 
he smiles  he smiled  he will smile 
you think  you thought  you will think 
they remember they remembered they will remember 
I read   I read   I will read 
 
3. 
No, they aren’t always good. 
He can’t remember where he looses them. 
His first bike is thought of. 
Yes, they are. 
The salty smell of the ocean is a memory trigger. 
No, we don’t remember everything. 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
TEST YOUR MEMORY (p.6) 
 
1. 
another    birthday    breakfast   sharpened    clearly    uncover    somewhere    
classmates    connected 
 
2. 
verb   verb   verb   adjective   verb 
 
3. 
false   true   true   false   true 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
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Unit 2 – THOUGHTS (p.10) 
 
1. 
best > test > vest > guest   
pies > size > eyes > lies > buys 
stay > gray > ok > hay > May 
same > shame > came > game 
wear > share > fair > hair > stair > stare > hare 
 
2. 
Do they have to look the same? 
They don’t have to look the same. 
 
Do I want to look my best?  
I don’t want to look my best. 
 
Is fashion silly?  
Fashion isn’t silly. 
 
Is it so great to be a boy? 
It isn’t so great to be a boy. 
 
3. 
Eva eventually decides to wear a purple skirt and a top in shades of grey. 
Brad always combs his hair. 
Yes, she does. 
Her necklace goes well with her eyes. 
No, they aren’t. 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
BE A FASHION DESIGNER (p.12) 
 
1. 
fashions    jeans    clothing    materials    comfortable    fabric    manufactured    
sketch    design 
 
2. 
were   were   are   are   are 
 
3. 
The special challenge is to design an item of clothing for the year 2035. 
Designers have to consider who will wear the clothing item and why. 
The final step in the process is to decide on which colors to use. 
I like the silver jumpsuit best. 
I like it the best because it’s very futuristic. 
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4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
A FASHION ACCIDENT (p.16) 
 
1. 
have to go = don’t have to go 
open = close 
nicely = horridly 
catch = miss 
dumb = clever 
ordinary = extraordinary 
fashionable = unfashionable 
dropped off = picked up 
believe = disbelieve 
laughed = cried 
 
2. 
is   isn’t   is   is   is 
 
3. 
She says she bought the dress from a cool vintage store in the city. 
She wore the dress in the 1980’s. 
That something goes wrong to do with fashion. 
Dark colors, like grey and black, were in fashion. 
She doesn’t want to go back to school because of her fashion accident. 
 
4. 
‘Mom, can you zip me up?’ she asked. 
It was not an ordinary dress. 
Monica wasn’t sure whether to believe her or not. 
‘We might just do that!’ laughed Ana. 
‘What’s going on?’ Ana whispered to Susan. 
 
Unit 3 - TORNADO (p.22) 
 
1. 
sheaves > leaves    hoof > roof    hairy > scary    pounded > sounded    proud > 
loud    save > brave    mother > other   clown > down    track > back    must > just 
 
2. 
past   present  future   
 
I called  I call   I will call 
she saw  she sees  she will see 
they went  they go  they will go 
you stayed  you stay  you will stay 
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we put   we put   we will put 
I hoped  I hope   I will hope 
he heard  he hears  he will hear 
she flew  she flies  she will fly 
 
3. 
true   false   true   false   false 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
HURRICANE AT MOUNTAIN TRAIL (p.24) 
 
1. 
fresher    goodbye    already    changed    youngest    toward    anything    peered 
weirdest    outside    amazement    destroyed    evening 
 
2. 
could   couldn’t   could   couldn’t   couldn’t 
 
3. 
She felt sick because of the pain in her arm and shoulder. 
The chicken was missing a few feathers. 
A glass smashed on the floor. 
The houses at camp were wooden cabins. 
After the first gust of wind it got very still. The children felt as though they were in 
a bubble. 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
Unit 4 – USEFUL GAGETS (p.30) 
 
1. 
especially > specifically 
endless> never ending 
invent > design/create  
decisions > choices 
recycled > used before 
description > a statement about what something’s like 
advantages > good points 
improve > make better 
present > show 
vote > choose a winner 
 
2. 
do   will   do   will   can 
3. 
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no way hose!   no way hose!   yesiree   yesiree   no way hose! 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
OLD IS BEST (p.34) 
 
1. 
solid     spend    antique    useful    success    fortunately    bad   special    filled 
problem    old 
 
2. 
He said she was weird. 
Mom said to get the trash out of the house. 
Her dad said he didn’t know. 
Her grandmother said how clever. 
She asked what she was doing. 
 
3. 
Karla likes to buy old gadgets. 
She likes old things because they feel so solid. She likes to think about who used 
them before and what they were used for. 
Karla’s mom tripped over the mangle and hurt her toe. 
Benjie, Karla’s brother, uses the toasting fork. 
The old iron didn’t work well because today’s material is different. 
 
4. 
Karla’s mom smelled burning and dashed into the kitchen. 
‘And don’t bring anymore old stuff in.’ 
‘What’s that?’ asked her father. 
‘How does this iron work?’ she asked. 
In fact it melted a bit of her sleeve. 
‘And Karla made it for you herself.’ 
 
FROM PAST TO PRESENT (p.40) 
 
1. 
slices    electric   temperature    useful    dusting    robot    banging   obstacles    
vacuum    recharging    staircases    achieved 
 
2. 
doesn’t   does   doesn’t   did   doesn’t 
 
3. 
false   true   false   false   true 
 
4. 
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The first toaster was invented in 1909. 
Microwaves cook food in minutes. 
They can go under tables and beds. 
Robot cleaners recharge themselves. 
 
Unit 5 – MARCUS PEACH (p.44 
 
1. 
exactly    rolling    orchids    explained    unfortunately    vegetables    crunchy    
package    noticed    harvest 
 
2. 
He will look at the internet. 
He is going to look at the internet. 
 
He will talk to his bean.  
He is going to talk to his bean. 
 
The teacher will laugh. 
The teacher is going to laugh. 
 
Miss Symons will tell her class. 
Miss Symons is going to tell her class. 
 
The weather will get hotter.  
The weather is going to get hotter. 
 
3. 
2   6   4   1   7    5    3 
 
4. 
Marcus was a special boy. 
He could grow things. 
He would talk to his plants and flowers. 
One day at school they started growing fruits and vegetables. 
Marcus’s bean seed grew very well. 
The class eventually shared the food out. 
It tasted delicious. 
 
 
JUST PART OF THE FOOD CHAIN (p.50) 
 
1. 
difficult    indestructible   amazing    segments   directions    irresistible   alert 
yours    omnivore    skeleton    paradise    varieties 
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2. 
cut   smell   moves   grows   sneak 
 
3. 
They are a part of the food chain. 
It comes from the Spanish word cucaracha. 
Yes, it is. 
The hair on their legs is used to feel. 
It’s difficult because its skeleton is on the outside of its body. 
Ten species of cockroaches have chosen to live with us. 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
Unit 6 – THE FACE IN THE FOREST (p.54 
 
1. 
rainforest   instructions    sketchpads    another   frightened    correctly    butterfly 
centimeters    discovered   interested   wildlife 
 
2. 
Roger said it was quiet. 
Mr Clark said they eat or destroy everything in their path. 
He said quietly that it was a butterfly. 
Linda asked if they should draw the butterfly. 
 
3. 
no way hose!   no way hose!   yesiree   no way hose!   no way hose!    
 
4. 
Marta discovered the butterfly. 
Everyone had their sketchpads. 
It looked like an evil face. 
We haven’t found all the species that live in the rainforests. 
 
A WALK IN THE WOODS (p.60) 
 
1. 
all = tall    see = me    found = around    good = food    by = fly    fly = why    trees 
= breeze    mix = six    fight = night    rots = spots 
 
2. 
beautiful > more beautiful > most beautiful 
tall > taller > tallest 
strong > stronger > strongest 
nice > nicer > nicest 
strange > stranger > strangest 
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scare > scarier > scariest 
colorful > more colorful > most colorful 
 
3. 
No, they aren’t. 
He/she sees hundreds of spiders. 
The worms work under the soil. 
The nicest insects are ladybugs. 
The prettiest insects are dragonflies. 
Yes, I would. 
 
4. 
And worms have no legs at all. 
Fluttering around in the trees. 
A walk in the woods. 
There are ladybugs dotted around. 
As long as they don’t bother me. 
 
Unit 7 – THE CANDY STORE CRIME (p.62) 
 
1.      
robbery    terrible    wife    finally    steal    disappointed    strange    confess   
behind   unfortunate 
   
2. 
had   hadn’t   hadn’t   had   had 
 
3. 
Mr Redford was missing. 
Rosie went into the store before Laura. 
Daniel, the new boy, stole the money. 
Mr Redford wasn’t hurt in the robbery. 
Andrew found Mr Redford. 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
THE LONG WALK HOME (p.70) 
 
1. 
suns/runs    eyes/surprise    down/brown    face/pace    clear/near   sound/ground 
disappear/here 
 
2. 
past  present future 
 
were  are  will be 
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followed follow  will follow 
saw  see  will see 
lifted  lift  will lift 
got  get  will get 
disappeared disappear will disappear 
 
3. 
false    false   true   false   true   true 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
Unit 8 – NEIGHBORHOOD PROJECT (p.74) 
 
1. 
history    street    changed    challenge    information    purpose    interesting   
happened    museum    divide    decorate 
 
2. 
Is the boy on p.77 sitting with his grandfather? 
Are they in the woods? 
Is the car on p.74 very old? 
Are the people wearing old fashions? 
Can you decorate your design with sketches or pictures? 
 
3. 
The challenge is to find out as much as you can about the area you live in. 
The title’s ‘Neighborhood project.’ 
The next step is to organize it in a logical way. 
The last step is to display your project. 
The houses. 
 
4. 
Here are some questions you might find useful. 
Organize the information in a logical way. 
Ask your grandparents for information. 
Have the shops in your neighborhood changed? 
You may find museums useful. 
 
THE QUEEN OF SHEBA (p.78) 
 
1. 
neighboring    spices    Jerusalem    persuaded    wise    intention   tricked 
revenge    twelve   legends 
 
2. 
long > longer > longest    
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wise > wiser > wisest 
beautiful > more beautiful > most beautiful 
thirsty > thirstier > thirstiest 
angry > angrier > angriest 
grateful > more grateful > most grateful 
 
3. 
5   1   7   4   2   6   3 
 
4. 
The Queen of Sheba was rich and powerful. 
Her country was successful. 
King Solomon, her neighbor in Israel, was richer and more powerful. 
Two stories describe what happened. 
She visited him with gifts. 
Both say they had a son together. 
Ethiopians think they are Menelik and Solomon’s descendants. 
 
THE LONG FORGOTTEN KING (p.84) 
 
1. 
buried   ancient   bones   mummy   coffin   light   museum   tomb 
 
2. 
had   had been   had   had been   had 
 
3. 
He was sent to a museum. 
The tomb was old and ancient. 
A necklace and a ring were found. 
Preserved bodies aren’t smelly. 
The mummy was scary. 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
Unit 9 – THE POLICE LINE UP (p.86) 
 
1. 
beware   extraordinary   watched   remembering   notepad   hopefully    
centimeter   yesterday   sketchpad   threatening 
 
2. 
didn’t   did   didn’t   did   did   didn’t 
 
3. 
The robbery took place at a bank. 
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He was the key witness because he saw one of the robbers faces. 
Tom didn’t tell his mom about his dream because he didn’t want her to know he 
was scared/worried. 
He was scared at the line up because the man looked strong and scary. Also, he 
thought the robber might be able to see him. 
I would have felt a little scared too. 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
MATH (p.92) 
 
1. 
divide   soiled   fear   gloves   tow    
 
2. 
I really want to do my sums. 
And then just use your nose! 
My mother said she’d teach me how. 
But I’ll have an accountant. 
To twenty-five or less. 
 
3. 
nose   hate   tricks   eyes   learn 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
YOUR BRAIN’S IN CHARGE (p.94) 
 
1. 
controls   sponge   wrinkles   powerful   thinking   amazing   curved   
remembering   upright   breathing   swallowing   message 
 
2. 
Does it fill the whole top half of your head? 
It doesn’t fill the whole top half of your head. 
 
Does the biggest part do all the thinking? 
The biggest part doesn’t do all the thinking. 
 
Are seahorses curved? 
Seahorses aren’t curved. 
 
Does a part stop you falling over? 
A part doesn’t stop you falling over. 
 
Does your brain send messages? 
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Your brain doesn’t send messages. 
 
3. 
no way hose!   no way hose!   yesiree   yesiree   yesiree   no way hose! 
 
4. 
Our brain looks like a big grey sponge with wrinkles. 
Brains are quicker, and more powerful, than any computer in the world. 
The biggest part of the brain is called the cerebrum. 
Brains work twenty-four hours a day. 
 
Unit 10 – WHAT THE NEWSPAPER SAID (p.98) 
 
1. 
fascinated > very interested in 
serious > bad enough to make you worry 
entertaining > enjoyable 
investigate > to try to find out the facts 
scribbled > wrote quickly and carelessly 
sobbed > cried noisily 
cuddled > hugged 
article > story in a newspaper or magazine 
inhalation > breathing in 
 
2. 
shouldn’t   should   should   shouldn’t   shouldn’t 
 
3. 
No, he didn’t. 
Peter’s father liked the business section. 
He broke a window, reached in and unlocked it. The little dog jumped into his 
arms. 
He worked for the Daily World Newspaper. 
No, he didn’t. 
 
4. 
He wrote that the boy’s name was Pete Michael. 
He wrote that the whole house burned down. 
He wrote that the boy saved a little girl. 
 
NEWS (p.104) 
 
1.     
went/came   questioned/answered   nowhere/everywhere   started/stopped 
commiserate/celebrate   old/new   useless/useful   shouldn’t/should 
worse/better 
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2. 
past  present future   
 
saw  see  will see 
came  come  will come 
filmed  film  will film 
watched watch  will watch 
read  read  will read 
celebrated celebrate will celebrate 
answered answer will answer 
was  is  will be 
 
3. 
People stopped to stare. 
Cameras filmed crowds. 
We should care what happens around us. 
No one was hurt in the fire. 
The newscaster is wearing a jacket and tie. 
 
4 (Answers will differ.) 
 
HEADLINES (p.106) 
 
1.  
reporters      printers   preparing   challenge   invent   consider   serious 
influenza   logical   decorate 
 
2. 
Lost city Discovered 
Cat Steals Dog’s Collar 
Chilli Peppers Cure Influenza 
Friendly Shark Helps Girl, Age 6 
Flying Car Invented At Last! 
 
3. 
no way hose!   yesiree   no way hose!   no way hose!   no way hose!   no way 
hose! 
 
4. 
Newspapers are prepared while you’re tucked up in bed sleeping. 
For the challenge you must work with a friend. 
You have to choose one headline to work on. 
You have to plan your article. 
The article can be serious or funny. 
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Unit 11 – JED AND THE BIG PROBLEM (p.110) 
 
1. 
feeling   headache   looked   impossible   mysteriously   outside   another 
wonderful   whereas 
 
2. 
did    did   didn’t   didn’t   didn’t 
 
3. 
Jed had a big problem because he couldn’t understand math.  
He tries to miss the math test by saying he’s feeling ill. 
Jed’s dad tried to help him understand math and not be so frightened of it. 
At the store he forgot to count the change. 
He would help him by paying him to do chores at home on Saturdays. 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
MY WORLD IS MADE OF NUMBERS (p.113) 
 
1.  
walls   calculator   cash   four   complicated   whiteboard   bank   world 
 
2. 
at    on   in   in   on 
 
3. 
Yes, he/she does. 
Because of the tone of the poem and the words used to describe numbers. They 
are positive words. 
Yes, he does. 
It’s a happy poem. 
Because of the words that are used in the text. 
No, I don’t like numbers. I find them confusing and difficult to work with. 
 
BEAUTIFUL BUILDINGS (p.114) 
 
1.  
practical   dramatic   unusual   construct   local   restored   genius   created    
property   magnificent   man-made   facilities   historical 
 
2. 
has   has   has   has   had 
 
3. 
false   true   false   false   false 
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4. 
In New York, the Flatiron Building stands just over 87 meters tall. 
There is one heli-pad on the Burj-al-Arab Hotel in Dubai. 
Fallingwater is made of concrete, sandstone and glass. 
The potato famine was in the 1700s. 
 
Unit 12 – OUR BEST FRIEND (p.120) 
 
1.  
companionship   extremely   originally   powerful   earthquake   Scotland 
watchdog   dangerous   unfortunately   graveyard   throughout   faithful 
 
2. 
past  present future       
 
heard  hear  will hear 
followed follow  will follow 
recognized recognize will recognize 
smelt  smell  will smell 
taught  teach  will teach 
arrived arrive  will arrive 
remained remain will remain 
died  die  will die 
 
3. 
So far, 150 breeds of dog are recognized by the American Kennel Club. 
Yes, they do. 
Huskies do. 
‘Puppy raisers’ are responsible for training guide dogs. 
He was a Skye Terrier. 
He watched over his master’s grave when he died. 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
 
RAIN (p.126) 
 
1. 
smile   plopping   cozy   rushing   silent   lightening   diamonds   essential 
mild 
 
2. 
muddy > muddier > muddiest 
cozy > cozier > coziest 
dry > drier > driest 
silent > more silent > most silent 
scared > more scared > most scared 
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bright > brighter > brightest 
shine > shinier > shiniest 
essential > more essential > most essential 
wild > wilder > wildest 
 
3. 
Because he/she is enjoying the rain. 
It lashes on the window pane. 
Fresh. 
No, he/she doesn’t. 
Yes, I do. It freshens up the land and gives thirsty plants a (sometimes) much 
needed drink. 
 
4. (Answers will differ.) 
       


